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YEE - "Teamwork and Communication" training course
9. - 13. April 2009, Kamenice nad Lipou



WHAT, WHO, TIME Welcome meeting, free time

SESSION OBJECTIVES Symbolic enter to the programme

DESCRIPTION Welcoming (greeting) each other around fountain with drums playing, droping one crown coin into the fountain with a personal wish.

MORE

DAY 0 - WEDNESDAY - 8.4.



WHAT, WHO, TIME Name tags, get to know games

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION Step 1: Name tags (1) everyone writes 3 personal key words on it (which characterize her/him)
Step 2: let's mix those paper, Matching tags and people, got your paper? write your name on it
Step 3: Icebreakers (running competition with stick connecting two people, creating a circle connected by the sticks)
Step 4: Creating a circle based on the: name, country, size of hand (wihtout stepping out of the papers on the floor)

WHAT, WHO, TIME Expectations and Principles

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION Step 1: Present the outcomes of the questionnaires - divided into groups
Step 2: What am I missing - for my organisation, for myself, for the group
Step 3: Principles (snow ball: my personal - 5 common in couple - 5 common in group - plenary)

WHAT, WHO, TIME Programme introduction (H)

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION Programme introduction
Main aims of the TC:
- Tune-up your organisation
- Facilitation skills (for the team, for the clients)
- YEE Networking
Main programme elements:
- Personal development 
- Teamwork

WHAT, WHO, TIME Me, my team and my organisation - part I. (MO) 30 minutes

SESSION OBJECTIVES - Get to know each other's organisation
- Start to think about myself

DESCRIPTION 1) Set of questions on the flip connected with team work and their organisations. Participants are asked to create as fast as possible groups with the same answer. 
Questions based on: 
1) Level (national, intern) 2) Target group, 3) Topic 4) The next activity to come
Each group draws the answer to be drawn on A4 paper

WHAT, WHO, TIME What is a team? (H + MA)

SESSION OBJECTIVES Initiate thinking about charakteristics of a team
Division into "project teams"

DAY 1 - THURSDAY - 9.4.



DESCRIPTION 1) Each person thinks for a short while about (a deffinition of a team)
2) People go to 5 small groups. Each group creates a deffinition of a team and presents it. (Write it on a bigger paper.)
3) People are gathering to the deffinition which best suites them, each person takes one post-it from selected definition flipchart.
4) Project teams are created by mixing the people from each deffinition papers (each group has all colors of post-its)
5) Anouncement of the task for project groups - Easter ritual

WHAT, WHO, TIME Teambuilding part I. (H + MA)

SESSION OBJECTIVES Having first experience in the project group, create affiliation.

DESCRIPTION STEP 1) Each group creates their indetity: name, sign and dance.
STEP 2) Presentation of teams.
STEP 3) Basic introduction of project team groups.

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Reflection groups I. (What happened in the group?)

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION Step 1: Introduce the reflection groups
Step 2: Divide pax into reflection groups (by trainers)MORE



WHAT, WHO, TIME Me and my environment + working with (in) a group (MO + H)

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION Me and my envi
1 – Each person will take a couple of minutes to think about the situation at home – their projects, organisation,… (5’)
2 – Divide pax into small groups (6) – (10’)
3 – One participant chooses the important aspects, which influence them at home (different projects, organisation, people, …) – the other participants will represent 
them. The person chooses a gesture/expression/sentences/sound, which would represent this aspect the best. Then tries to find the “most real reality”. After one 
participant is done, another starts (30’)
4 – Sharing the feeling and what they realised (10’)

Working with a team
Step 1: There is a number of questions hung on the wall around the room. The pax will walk around and think about the questions. (20’)
The questions are:
- How often do we meet with the team? What do we discuss? 
- How do our usual meetings look like?
- How are decisions taken in our team?
- How do we plan responsibilities and tasks?
- Which responsibilities do I take?
- What do I do when there is a deadline approaching?
- Who do I ask for help and when?
- Do I usually work on one task at a time or at several ones?
- Do I prefer to work on my own or with someone else?

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Skills needed in team roles + Motivation I. (MA + H)

SESSION OBJECTIVES To explore some skills needed and used in team work
To find out what and who motivates / unmotivates me when working in a team

DESCRIPTION Step 1) Imagine yourself in a team. Think of what you are now and what you would ideally like to be when compared to: animal, fruit, musical instrument, water, celebrity 
(idol, hero)
Step 2) Find out:
WHAT motivates me - to do what, in which areas - how to support and develop it
WHO motivates me - to do what, in which areas - how to support and develop it
Step 3) Go to your project group, share the motivation factors, be aware of it when working together.

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Project team work + roles, + creative approach, + connection to the reality (H)

SESSION OBJECTIVES To examine differences in personal aproach to team work, clarifying the roles, using creativity in in tasks.

DAY 2 - FRIDAY - 10.4.



DESCRIPTION STEP 1 Task: Create in teams a visual output: "Storyboard or Photostory" based on the topic teamwork.
STEP 2 Trainer explaines techniques for photostory-creating. Sets a time rules. 
STEP 3 Group has 60 minutes to solve a task.

REFLECTION: There is an observer in the team. He notices all communication 

OUTPUT: 1) Different communcation styles (depending on personal features) - different perceptions. 2) Presenting "safe communication rules"
PART TWO:
In two groups participants were described the possible roles in the team, based on that they were discussing their situation in the project teams

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Feedback + intro to refl. groups (MO + MA)

SESSION OBJECTIVES To introduce the concept of feedback
To provide short space for practicing feedback before going down the rabbit hole

DESCRIPTION Step 1: Theoretical input
- What is feedback (brainstorm from pax, collection, clarification) – 10’
- Principles of feedback – 15’
(+ creating safe envi at the TC = what are the spaces for feedback and how they can/shall be used)
Step 2: Practicing feedback – give example situations to give feedback to each other – in groups of 4 – 15’

WHAT, WHO, TIME Reflection groups II. (Roles, feedback..)

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION A group must decide (one  day before) who from the team shall facilitate a reflection group (=prepare a tool, method, bring a feedback to the team). Key question may be 
adviced by trainers.



WHAT, WHO, TIME Communication techniques (MA + MO)

SESSION OBJECTIVES - provide participants with theoretical input into debriefing and facilitation

DESCRIPTION 2 parallel sessions on debriefing and active facilitation, 45 min each

DEBRIEFING: theories - zones for learning, experiential learning cycle, steps in debriefing, holistic approach (4h - heart, hands, head, health)/emotions, actions, 
interaction, relations

FACILITATION: What is facilitation and why do we use it? Explanation of principle and role of facilitation a contrary to moderator and trainer. Group task: steps of 
"pure facilitation" - eg. make conclusion, activate members, pick up opinions, watch the time etc.

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Teambuilding (part II.) + Motivation II. (H)

SESSION OBJECTIVES To be aware of the need of constant tembuilding and motivation for further work.

DESCRIPTION 1) Each group creates a short teambuilding excersize adequate to their current situation.
2) One person from each project team will be swapped
3) The group creates another teambuilding activity for itself, now for the new situation - new member.
4) Each group presents the activity by using it on one of the other groups. (If no time, then always two groups parallel present to each other)

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Active listening

SESSION OBJECTIVES - What is active listening
- Tips and tricks
- Practice in active listening

DESCRIPTION Short story - pax try to put together
Techniques/methods of active listenining - going through the list
Practice in small groups - one tells a story while the other reacts/listens

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Reflection groups III. (Communication, motivation)

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION

MORE

DAY 3 - SATURDAY - 11.4.



WHAT, WHO, TIME Practising techniques of debriefing, facilitation and presentation

SESSION OBJECTIVES - Get experience with using one of the techniques
- Connect theory from previous day with practical ways how to use the techniques
- Provide space to try and receive feedback

DESCRIPTION Participants could choose which of the 3 techniques they would like to develop further. 
FACILITATION - participants got 4 topics they could choose to facilitate. After each facilitation there was space for feedback. The topics were connected to tricks for 
facilitation, characteristics of people in discussions, facilitator being a super hero etc.
DEBRIEFING - based on a first simple exercise participants were asked to run a debriefing. No success. Explanation of debriefing rules connected with learning 
cycle. Second excersize, second round of debriefing. Much better.
PRESENTATION SKILLS - Based on practical examples: 5 pax run 5 presentations about their organisation (5 minutes long). Feedback from one observer + 
feedback from trainer + tips, tricks, advices

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Working in international teams + ICL, + Values (MA)

SESSION OBJECTIVES - providing basic ICL models/ background
- sharing experience from project work with international partners
- practical advices

DESCRIPTION INTRO: story about gipsy boys and misinterpretation of their behavior
STEP 1: Onion model, short mentioning Iceberg model 
STEP 2: statement excersice based on the Hall's model of behavioural components of culture (Fast x Slow messages; Low x High context; teritorriality, Personal 
space; Time); after every question/ excercise there's explanation/ examples/ changing perspectives (=how people on "the other side" perceive me?)
STEP 3: meet in project groups, discuss differences in cultural components among members of team, generalise.

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Project teams presentations (H)

SESSION OBJECTIVES Present the team work result
Summarize and present the team process, dynamic, development

DESCRIPTION Each group presents the final result of their work, explains the ritual they have created and describes shortly the process of developing it. Questions from the public 
are welcome to clarify the process and message.

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Evaluation and planning (input, methods, practise) (MO) 50 minutes

SESSION OBJECTIVES Clarify what evaluation is for
Get intro into types of methods, which can be used and when they are suitable
Try out developing own evaluation method

DAY 4 - SUNDAY - 12.4.



DESCRIPTION Based on the triangle of 3P participants were thinking about topics, which to evaluate. Then presenting to other groups. Afterwards looking at what are the steps in 
evaluation and what methods can be used.

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Reflection groups IV. (ICL, feedback, ..)

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION facilitators of RG got specific questions to look at while in reflection groups - evaluating the performances they made, their team work, the individual learning, etc.

MORE



WHAT, WHO, TIME Transfer

SESSION OBJECTIVES - Get participants acquainted with the logic of the programme flow, connecting the programme sessions with TC objectives.
- Support participants in thinking what and how they could use back home

DESCRIPTION Step 1) Going through all the programme sessoions, repeating the content.
Step 2) Project groups decide and sing with a post-it which session was dedicated to: group building, skills, theory, reflection, transfer, practice.
Step 3) Participant sign on the post-its if the session was more about personal development or teamwork
Step 4) Transfer - short personal reflection on what do i gain from this TC, what is the most important outcome for me (connected with the TC objectives).

MORE

WHAT, WHO, TIME Evaluation of the TC

SESSION OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION 1) Written evaluation - topics of the programme, learning (specific paper), message to trainers
2) Statement excercise + spoken evaluation - place and hotel, food, pre-arrival communication
3) Drawing - team spirit, where I was in a team
4) Good bye - Symbolic end at fountaine with a wish to the whole group.

MORE

DAY 5 - MONDAY - 13.4.


